
Ground Floor Apartment in Fuengirola Price: 229,000 EUR

Reference: 350-00162G  Bedrooms: 0  Bathrooms: 0  Plot Size: 0m  Build Size: 0m  Terrace: 0m2 2 2
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Location: Fuengirola
Here is your chance to enjoy life to the full in the heart of the Costa del Sol, at a price that is affordable to all.  Pine Hill 

Residences combines a peaceful, suburban setting with exceptional resort facilities and an ideal location, just minutes 

from the centre of bustling Fuengirola.

The urbanisation offers a variety of apartment formats perfectly adapted to meet the needs of everyday living or a 

holiday escape. 

The elevated position combined with a modern twist on Andalusian architecture and a full range of exclusive in-house  

amenities, makes Pine Hill Residences the perfect location to appreciate life on the Costa del Sol.

With just 71 apartments, this intimate community can be enjoyed without the crowds and commotion of city centre 

living. The terraces offer either countryside, sea or mountain views, and connect harmoniously with the spacious 

interiors to maximise  the living space that can be enjoyed throughout the year.

You will enjoy exclusive amenities without leaving the complex: Spa centre, fitness centre, private cinema theatre, social 

lounge, business centre, shuttle bus to the beach.

Fuengirola is a well-established and hugely popular resort on the Costa del Sol. It’s a multi-cultural destination with both 

Spanish and international residents taking full advantage of its magnificent beaches, diverse gastronomy and historic 

landmarks. The town really has something for everyone. Shop designer brands at the Miramar Commercial centre, spend 

a day with the family at Aqualand water park, explore Sohail Castle or the Roman ruins at Finca Secretario. If you ever tire 

of Fuengirola you can enjoy quick, easy connections to Malaga city centre, the traditional pueblo of Mijas or the 

cosmopolitan town of Marbella, all in less than 30 minutes.
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Features:
Features 

Front line golf 

Mountainside 

Air conditioning 

Partly furnished 

Fully furnished 

Sauna 

Storage room 

Alarm 

Solarium 

Dining room 

Guest toilet 

Study room 

Water tank 

Wall-to-wall carpet 
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